turks & caicos

Go off the
beaten path

Choose from a variety of exhilarating excursions in
Turks & Caicos and embark upon the adventure of a lifetime!
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MILD’R TO WILD’R ADVENTURE TOUR METERS

WILD’R

Whether it’s a laid-back, relaxing “mild” journey you seek, a “wild” adventure
to thrill your spirit, or a “warm” experience in between, Island Routes has the
perfect tour for everyone! Join us as we take you off the resort and into the heart
of Turks & Caicos, where no matter which adventure you choose, you’ll feel the
heart of our island and create memories that will last a lifetime!

Don’t
forget

to BRING
Make sure to
check with the
Island Routes
Tour Desk to find
out what items
you will need.

DURATIONS DO NOT INCLUDE TRAVEL TIME

WARM’R

MILD’R

CASH

CAMERA

WATER

SUNBLOCK

BUG SPRAY

SUNGLASSES

TOWELS

BACKPACK

WATER SHOES

Some tours are physically demanding and are not suitable for women who are
pregnant or individuals with heart conditions, back or neck problems, motion
sickness, fear of heights, recent arm or hand surgery, or any other physical challenges.

BLUE HILLS

PROVIDENCIALES
This beautiful island is surrounded
by sapphire water and vibrant reefs,
and boasts the #1 beach in the
Caribbean; Grace Bay.

This is one of the oldest settlements
and home to the first inhabitants
of the island, and offers visitors a
scenic drive along the ocean on Blue
Hills Road.
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LITTLE WATER CAY

PRINCESS
ALEXANDRA
NATURE RESERVE
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Home to the endangered rock iguana,
this charming cay is an unspoiled
island oasis located off the north
coast and is only a short trip by boat
or kayak.
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turks & caicos
Tours

Home to one of the best beaches in the world and world famous
snorkeling and scuba diving sites, Turks & Caicos is a true beach lover’s
paradise. Here, pristine white-sand shores lap electric blue waters and
vibrant reefs are teeming with schools of marine life. This is an island
that’s truly picture perfect, and it’s a destination worth exploring. From
resort pick up to drop off, you’ll experience the best of Turks & Caicos
with Island Routes. We offer a variety of professional guided excursions,
the most impressive sights, the highest safety standards, and endless fun.

MILD’R

PIRATES SANCTUARY

TEENS & TWEENS CATAMARAN CRUISE

Set sail along the Caicos Bank in search of
the infamous French Cay. Step foot on the
pristine white-sand beach that was once the
secret hiding place of François L’Olonnais,
a notoriously ruthless pirate. As one of the
most beautiful islands in the Caribbean,
this unspoiled cay is now a relaxing haven
and protected bird sanctuary where you can
spend the day diving in the diverse reef or
basking in the sun.

“No parents allowed!” on this exclusive teens
and tweens party cruise. Our expert staff
will keep your big kids entertained and safe
as they sail through paradise. From a live DJ
and making new friends, to racing down an
8-foot inflatable slide and snorkeling vibrant
reefs, your sometimes hard-to-please teens
will have the time of their lives.

DURATION

MILD’R

| 7 hrs

MILD’R

| 2 hrs

GLOWING WATERS FULL MOON CRUISE

STAND-UP PADDLEBOARD

Catch a glimpse of one of nature’s most
magical wonders while you sail across the
moonlit Caribbean Sea. When night falls,
Provo’s waters come alive under the stars,
transforming the ocean into a glistening
wonderland. All you have to do is sit back,
relax and indulge in tasty island appetizers
and extraordinary views.

Experience an ancient form of surfing,
minus the waves, for a fun day at sea. Stand
up paddleboarding gives you an amazing
workout, at your own pace, and the best
views of surrounding secluded islands.
Balance and paddle your way around the
sandy cays, navigating through mangroves
and keeping an eye out for beautiful birds
and other exotic wildlife.
WILD’R

DURATION

DURATION
| 3 hrs

DURATION
| 2 hrs

| 2.5 hrs

WARM’R

DURATION

ISLAND VIBES ‘KITTY KATT’ CRUISE

TWILIGHT SUNSET CATAMARAN CRUISE

Get ready for the best offshore tour in the
islands. The DJ spins cool beats as our
luxury Kitty Katt catamaran sails to thriving
coral reefs and anchors by a secluded,
white-sand cay. Enjoy a day of exploring or
just chill out with a refreshing drink. From
snorkeling and beachcombing, to plunging
down the Kitty Katt’s 8-foot tube slide, this
signature excursion promises a fun-filled day
and life-long memories.

Toast to another perfect day in paradise
aboard our luxury catamaran cruise. When
the sun sinks into the shimmering sea, watch
the horizon come alive with brilliant shades
of amber and gold while you sip on tropical
cocktails, enjoy gourmet appetizers, and
sway to cool island rhythms. As you sail
along the smooth coastline, keep your eyes
focused on the setting sun and try to get a
glimpse of the elusive green flash.

MILD’R

DURATION
| 2 hrs

PROVO ADVENTURE CRUISE

Island Routes

Provo

Adventures

WARM’R

DURATION

PROVIDENCIALES
A.K.A. PROVO AS THE
LOCALS LIKE TO CALL IT.

Set sail along the coast in search of adventure.
Anchor at Little Water Cay and get up close
to its friendly residents, the endangered rock
iguanas. Then, cruise the blue waters to
some of the best snorkeling spots, teeming
with vibrant marine life and coral. End the
day, on a private beach for some swimming,
sunbathing, and searching for small treasures
hidden in the powdery white sand.
WARM’R

| 3.5 hrs

PROVO CIRCUMNAVIGATION

PROVO LIMITED EDITION CHARTER

Discover the best kept secrets of
Providenciales as you sail around the
breathtaking coast in search of Black
Beard’s hidden treasure. A gentle cruise
along the Blue Hills shoreline brings you
to some of the best snorkeling sites around
the island. Then, indulge in an island
picnic before heading to the most famous
spot of the day, Pirate’s Cave, where you’ll
find messages from marooned soldiers
carved into the rock walls.

Sail the beautiful blue ocean on a private
charter! Choose from a luxurious boat or
yacht, complete with a welcoming crew
to cater to your every need. Whether it’s
spending some quality time with family and
friends or a romantic escape for two, our
full- or half-day charters allow you to set
your own pace to explore hidden island gems,
including remote beaches where you can
enjoy snorkeling, sunbathing and more.

WARM’R

| 6 hrs

WARM’R

DURATION
| 6 hrs

DURATION

DURATION
| 4 hrs

PROVO CAYS EXPLORATION

PROVO ECO KAYAK TOUR

Get whisked away on an adventure like no
other. Cruise along the sparkling, turquoise
waters of Providenciales. Experience an
up close encounter with the endangered
rock iguanas at Little Water Cay. Dive into
the crystal-clear ocean for a snorkeling
adventure through colorful reefs. Then, end
the day like a true island native, hunting for
conch and cooking up the catch of the day at
a white-sand beach barbeque.

There’s no better way to experience Turks
& Caicos’ natural beauty and wildlife than
kayaking through the Princess Alexandra
Nature Reserve. Paddle through the clear
waters and navigate through red and black
mangroves. Keep an eye out for majestic
sea turtles and lemon sharks darting under
the surface, or brown pelicans soaring high
above. Plus, get the once-in-a-lifetime chance
to meet the friendly, endangered rock iguanas
of Little Water Cay.

WARM’R

DURATION
| 4 hrs

MILD’R

DURATION

CONCH FARM & BLUE HILL EXPLORATION

READING ROAD TRIP

Explore the best of Turks & Caicos Islands’
history, culture and natural beauty. Drive
through the Blue Hills, one of the island’s
oldest settlements. Then, get a first-hand look
at how Caribbean Queen Conch are raised at
the world’s first and only commercial Conch
Farm! After a quick, fun biology lesson,
enjoy a tour of the nurseries where you can
hold one of the farm’s two million conch.
You’ll also get the chance to meet the farm’s
famous resident conch, Sally and Jerry, for a
great photo op.

Give back during your vacation by
participating in a Reading Road Trip, a
unique opportunity created by the Sandals
Foundation to engage with Caribbean
children and enhance their lives as part of
our ‘Community Routes’ Program. This
memorable experience is about more than
just reading a story...it’s an enlightening
opportunity that pairs you with a small group
of children, ages 3-10 years old, at their local
school. Guests are encouraged to donate a
new or gently used book to the school’s library.

MILD’R

| 2 hrs

MILD’R

| 2 hrs

SESAME SAIL AWAY CATAMARAN CRUISE

PROVO GOLF GETAWAY

Everyone’s favorite Sesame Street® characters
are coming along for the ride on this
unforgettable family catamaran cruise. Both
parents and kids can join in the fun as Elmo
and Zoe kick off this nautical party. Create
life-long memories while singing, dancing,
playing and laughing together as you sail
across the shimmering Caribbean Sea.

Conquer one of the top golf courses in
the Caribbean—an 18-hole, 6,705-yard,
target-style course spanning a green oasis
and stunning ocean views—designed by the
legendary Karl Litten. A natural, rugged
layout, narrow fairways and trade winds test
golfers of all levels. Novices will learn new
skills and seasoned professionals can perfect
their swing on this world-class course.
MILD’R

DURATION
| 1.5 hrs

MILD’R

DURATION
| 1.5 hrs

DURATION

DURATION

Your escape includes transfers, greens fees and a
golf cart.

| 4 hrs

UNDERWATER SUBMARINE ADVENTURE

PROVO SHOPPING HIGHLIGHT

Explore the mysteries of the deep without
getting wet. Board our unique
glass-bottom semi-submarine to discover
spectacular coral formations and get
an up-close look at tropical reef fish,
stingrays, sea turtles, and other fascinating
marine life. If you’re lucky, Turks &
Caicos’ friendly mascot, Jo-Jo the dolphin,
may even make a special appearance.

This fun-filled shopping adventure takes you
into the heart of Providenciales, where you’ll
find excellent deals on local, one-of-a-kind
crafts and treasures. From duty-free deals
and hand crafted gifts to carved wood boats
and conch shell art, you’ll find a beautiful
keepsake for everyone on your shopping list.
Remember to bring I.D. and travel documents to take
advantage of duty-free deals.
MILD’R

DURATION
| 2 hrs

provo

MILD’R

EXPLORATIONs

REEL THEM IN, FAMILY FISHING FUN

SURF TO TURF SAFARI

Enjoy the thrill of fishing with the whole
family! Hop on board and make yourselves
comfortable in the sun or shade as we head
on to the open seas of Providenciales and
prepare for the catch of a lifetime! Our crew
will introduce you to the best local fishing
spots where you can try your hand at reeling.
Whether a pro or a complete novice, our crew
is on hand to help. This is a day of fun you
won’t want to miss!

Enjoy an all-encompassing family-friendly
experience at sea and get to know the best
of Turks & Caicos. This two-part adventure
begins with a peak under the sea as you look
through panel glass to get a gorgeous view
of vibrant reefs and marine life. Then it’s off
to the north and south shores of the famous
cays to spend the day on powdery white sand
beaches and relax in the warm sunshine.

DURATION

MILD’R

| 3 hrs

WARM’R

DURATION
| 4 hrs

DURATION
| 3 hrs

REEL FISHING

BONE FISHING EXPEDITION

Set sail into the aquamarine waters for an
exhilarating fishing adventure. You’ll be fully
equipped with a spinning rod and our expert
captains will take you to the best spots near
vibrant reefs; they’re teeming with snapper,
grouper and yellowtail, just to name a few.
Whether you’re new to the sport or just
brushing up on your skills, you’ll have an
incredible time out at sea surrounded by the
natural beauty of the Caribbean.

Stealth is the name of the game when
hunting the “silver ghost” in the glistening
shallow flats of the cays. Your personal,
expert bonefishing guide will take you to
secret fishing spots and give you tips to reel
in your catch! Cast your line into the
aquamarine waters in pursuit of this
fast-moving phantom fish.
WARM’R

DURATION
| 4 hrs

CAICOS BEACH BBQ

Island Routes

sea
Adventures

MILD’R

| 7 hrs

Await

MILD’R

DURATION

Discover the best of the Turks & Caicos on
an adventure that will take you to a deserted
cay, where electric blue waters stretch as far as
the eye can see. In season, conch and lobster
will be caught right in front of your eyes
and whilst you enjoy the crystal-clear waters
and gorgeous beach, our crew will prepare a
decadent feast of local foods for you to enjoy!
After lunch, explore the outer islands of
North and Middle Caicos and visit the famous
Limestone Conchbar Cave. A beautiful day
that you’ll never forget!

MERMAID ADVENTURE

SNORKEL SAFARI

Board the Undersea Explorer semi-submarine
and set off in search of Bella, Turks and
Caicos’ resident mermaid. Get ready for an
adventure that takes you past coral reefs
teeming with tropical fish, rays and turtles
swimming lazily past. Be sure to bring your
cameras to capture that magical moment
when Bella appears playfully swimming
around the vessel at a secluded spot to the
west of Turtle Cove Marina.

Calling all lovers of the sea! Experience a
vibrant adventure beneath the surface on
an exciting snorkel safari that takes you to
the third largest barrier reef in the world!
Come face-to-face with brilliantly colored
tropical fish and exotic marine life. Feel free
to adventure out on your own or ask one of
our expert crew to give you a guided snorkel
tour of the reef.

DURATION

WARM’R

DURATION
| 3 hrs

| 1.5 hrs

45 mins underwater

WARM’R

DURATION
| 4 hrs

DEEP SEA SPORT FISHING

SEASIDE SCAVENGER HUNT

Get ready for an incredible offshore
experience. Our skilled captain will lead
you to the best spots for wrangling in blue
marlin, tuna, mahi mahi, barracuda, and
more. With the help of our expert crew,
everyone from fishing fanatics to amateur
anglers will find this adventure to be the
perfect catch.

Become a true native! With the help of our
extraordinary captain and crew, you’ll learn
the secrets of conch hunting and get to dive
into the crystal-clear waters in search of
the renowned delicacy. Then set sail to a
deserted island where your catch-of-the-day is
transformed into a delicious main course.
You’ll get to enjoy snacks and fresh conch
salad. Then it’s time for sunbathing, swimming
or simply strolling along the pristine shore.

We cannot guarantee that fish will be caught.
Private charters available. Fish remains the property
of the captain.

WARM’R

DURATION
| 3 hrs

REGGAE CATAMARAN CRUISE

WARM’R
WILD’R
MILD’R

DURATION | 4.5 hrs

Experience the magic of an Island Routes
catamaran cruise, one of the Caribbean_s
most wet _n_ wild adventures full of
delectable appetizers, exotic cocktails, and
the best panoramic views you_ll ever set
your eyes on! Laugh out loud with newfound
friends as the undulating shoreline passes
you by. You_ll find yourself swaying to
the rhythms of reggae music, new and old,
while learning the latest island dance moves
and enjoying our signature catamaran
cocktail. There_s nothing quite like this
_club on water_ to feel the pulse of the

REGGAE CATAMARAN CRUISE

WARM’R
WILD’R
MILD’R

DURATION | 4.5 hrs

It’s more than a slogan. It’s about
positivity and making the most of
every moment. It’s the joy that comes
from inspiring your senses, feeling
fulfilled and enjoying great company.
This is the philosophy we live by and it’s reflected in everything we do.
We’re all about giving you the experience of a lifetime and sharing in the
joy that those experiences bring. Our adventures aren’t just an add-on to
your vacation; they’re the takeaway that will leave your heart racing, your
mind blown and they’ll be the driving force behind your desire to return to
the Caribbean. At Island Routes, when you’re having the time of your life,
so are we.

Experience the magic of an Island Routes
catamaran cruise, one of the Caribbean_s
most wet _n_ wild adventures full of
delectable appetizers, exotic cocktails, and
the best panoramic views you_ll ever set
your eyes on! Laugh out loud with newfound
friends as the undulating shoreline passes
you by. You_ll find yourself swaying to
the rhythms of reggae music, new and old,
while learning the latest island dance moves
and enjoying our signature catamaran
cocktail. There_s nothing quite like this
_club on water_ to feel the pulse of the

REGGAE CATAMARAN CRUISE

WARM’R
WILD’R
MILD’R

DURATION | 4.5 hrs

Experience the magic of an Island Routes
catamaran cruise, one of the Caribbean_s
most wet _n_ wild adventures full of
delectable appetizers, exotic cocktails, and
the best panoramic views you_ll ever set
your eyes on! Laugh out loud with newfound
friends as the undulating shoreline passes
you by. You_ll find yourself swaying to
the rhythms of reggae music, new and old,
while learning the latest island dance moves
and enjoying our signature catamaran
cocktail. There_s nothing quite like this
_club on water_ to feel the pulse of the
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Tell us about your Island Routes experience on TripAdvisor.

Follow @islandroutes
AN awesome photo

Share from your tour
ivefunner &
Tag #l
@islandroutes

Book your

adventure

| BAHAMAS
JAMAICA | ANTIGUA | SAINT LUCIA
AND CAYMAN | GRENADA
TURKS & CAICOS | BARBADOS | GR
TEN | ARUBA | MEXICO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC | ST. MAAR

Caribbean

1-800-744-1150

Outside
North America

North America

305-663-4364 1-877-768-8370

ISLANDROUTES.COM

